
2000 verge between kerbs to allow a

minimum 2m diametre mulch circle

Parking

Parking

Aeration/irrigation around rootball: RootRain Urban irrigation system by Green Blue

Urban, or similar and approved by the LPA. Single inlet aeration/irrigation system

Subsoil dome to base of rootball

Root-balls EHS / Semi-Mature trees to be set on a sand cushion between 100 mm and maximum 400

mm depth. The parameters for sharp sand specification should be in accordance with the table below.

Avoid a sharp interface between topsoil and subsoil. Key in interface by

rippling/mixing at boundary

Load-bearing soil cells

(RootSpace or similar and

approved by the LPA), 600mm

depth, to provide 20 cubic

metres of soil to support an

isolated tree. Soil cells to be filled

with either site-won subsoil or

site-won, low organic matter and

free-draining topsoil, subject to

suitability and confirmation by a

Spoil Scientist and in accordance

with a Soil Resource Report.

Any import of subsoil shall be in

accordance with BS 8601:2013

and all samples shall be tested

prior to importing and reported to

the LPA demonstrating fitness for

purpose.

'Verge' soils should comprise either 300mm depth site-won topsoil over 600mm depth site-won subsoil / the full 900mm depth verge could

be filled with site-won topsoil which is low in organic matter and free-draining, subject to suitability and confirmation by a Soil Scientist and

in accordance with a Soil Resource Report. Soil placement should be undertaken when the soil is moist and friable, not wet and plastic,

and with a Soil Scientist having oversight to check that the placement does not cause excessive soil compaction.

It is critical that if import of soil is required it should be as per the advice of a Soil Scientist to determine likely performance of the soil and to

ensure that it will be fit for purpose, in addition to it being in accordance with the British Standards: BS 8601:2013 (subsoil) and BS

3882:2015 (topsoil). The Soil Scientist shall also ascertain its fitness for the specific landscape function - i.e. for use within the verge and

soil cells, and to support the growth of a large species tree. The Soil Scientist shall demonstrate fitness for purpose and report to the LPA

prior to any soils being imported.

Backfilling soil shall be lightly tampered to remove large voids although compaction should not be to a degree that will impede root growth.

Soil compaction should be to bulk densities as provided by Cardiff Council's Soils and Development Technical Guidance Note.

Bark mulch: 2 m width x 2 m length at 50mm depth, tapering

to 25 mm over the rootball and 20mm to the highway edge.

Rootball anchor: Arborguy strapped anchor system, by Green Blue Urban, or similar

and approved by the LPA. Complete with ground anchors.

Aeration/irrigation: Arborvent, by Green Blue

Urban, or similar and approved by the LPA. 150

double inlet aeration/irrigation system with cast

inlets fitted to RootSpace (or similar) airflow inlet.

To provide at least one inlet per 5 cubic metres

of Root Available Soil Volume (RASV).

Root barrier: ReRoot 2000 by Green Blue Urban, or similar and

approved by the LPA. Root barrier to extend to the full soil depth.

Foundations: to be designed by an engineer. The use

of boards or shuttering shall be used when pouring the

foundations to prevent excessive overspill into the verge

Note A:

Root-balls to see all non-biodegradable wrappings and

cages removed. Biodegradable wrappings and cages,

to include untreated, single thickness hessian and

narrow gauge, non-galvanised chicken wire baskets,

may be retained until the tree is in position if root-balls

lack cohesion due to soil texture. Once in position, cut

and peel back wrappings and cage to one third-

root-ball height, removing cut and peeled back parts,

not folding them in.

Note B:

Base design of tree pits

· Minimum CBR rating of floor of excavated tree pit

of 2%.

· CBR rating of 3% or less required GLTWGNA

below drainage layer (over 3% GLTWGNA is not

required).

· 200mm minimum depth of above stone.

- Installed in two lifts of 100mm

- Graded to max tolerance of +/- 10mm

- 3 passes of a whacker plate on each lift

- Base layer to extend minimum of 200mm

beyond extent of RootSpace

·  GRN20 to be installed above the drainage stone.

Note C:

A strategy for services, including cabling for street

lighting, shall be clarified, to give confidence that the

service corridor allocated (beneath the footway) will be

sufficient to accommodate all services, including any

that need to be added at a later date.

Note D:

A 125 x 255 BN2 kerb to be installed at vehicle

crossovers.

Note E:

Root-barriers should be positioned and specified to

protect the full depth of construction including

sub-base. The product specified must be fit for this

purpose and ribbed on the side facing the tree. It is

important that the barrier extends to the full depth of

construction.

Infill panels              : RootSpace side infill panels, or similar and

approved by the LPA, to be installed on all sides of the structure to

reinforce the lateral faces of the cells, except the side facing the tree.

Drainage layer: minimum 200 mm depth of clean angular stone, MOT Type

3 (limestone to be avoided), to extend under the tree pit. For compaction,

see note B.  Where necessary, piped drainage to be provided by a

geotextile perforated 100 mm diametre pipe and connected to a positive

outfall - drainage engineer to advise further.

Reinforcing mesh             : 20 mm open reinforcing mesh GRN20

or similar and approved by the LPA, to be laid directly beneath the

soil structures and continue up the sides. Also, see note B.

Sub-base

Rootball: See note A.

Sub-base

Parking bay

Parking bay

Edge kerb: Single

Bull Nose Kerb

(EBN). Kerb to be

25 mm above verge

and flush with

parking bay

Planting?
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Rootball fixing diagram: Platipus Rootball Strap Fixing System

Tree

Imported subsoil:

600mm depth

Irrigation pipe. Supplier: Platipus.  Product: 'Piddler Tree Irrigation System'

Imported topsoil:

400mm depth

Topsoil and subsoil must be 'keyed in'

to avoid a sharp interface between the

top and sub soil.

Note:

All non-perishable root-ball wrappings and cages to be removed,

perishable wrappings and cages to be retained only where root-ball

soils lack cohesion due to their textural qualities, but are then cut

and peeled back to one-third root-ball height once the tree is in

position, with the cut and peeled back parts removed. The peeled

back parts must be removed at the same time as back-filling to

support the root-ball.

Perishable wrappings and cage constitute single thickness,

untreated hessian and non-galvanized, narrow gauge wire.

Non-perishable include double wrapped or treated hessian and

thick, galvanized wire.

Bark mulch to be tapered to

25mm depth over root-ball.

Rootball

strap fixing

Width to be as

depicted

on the plan

Perforated drainage pipe

Drainage gravel: 6-10mm sized clean stone

Topsoil

Note: all topsoil and subsoil provided

for the tree pits shall be in accordance

with the requirements of the Soil

Resource Survey/Report and Plan
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Kerbs to

engineer's

details.

Verge

Overflow/outlet: refer to engineer's

details

Drainage layer: 6-10 mm sized clean stone
Perforated drainage pipe: refer to engineer's details

20 mm sized graded aggregate laid loose

as stone mulch 50-70mm depth. No

geotextile/ membrane to be installed under

the gravel.

700mm depth

filter medium

200mm depth

transition layer

(grit sand).

Mulch to be taapered

over rootball

Irrigation pipe. Supplier: Platipus.  Product:

'Piddler Tree Irrigation System'

Rootball

strap fixing

1
0
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Scale as shown @ A1
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Landscape:

Phase 1 - Tree Pit

Details

A115866-1_305 Detailed Landscape -

Tree Pit Details.dwg

Tree pit scenario 1: tree in verge between parking bays (section, 1:20 scale)

Tree pit scenario 1: tree in verge between parking bays (plan, 1:100

scale)

Tree pit scenario 2: tree in soft landscape (plan, 1:100 scale) Tree pit scenario 3: tree in rain garden (plan, 1:100 scale)

Tree pit scenario 3: tree in rain garden (section, 1:20 scale)

Tree pit scenario 2: tree in soft landscape (section, 1:20 scale)
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